
Introduction:

Canyon Crest Academy and Westview High School iGEM teams held multiple meetings
sporadically throughout the months between July and October for a total of five meetings,
lasting around twenty to thirty minutes. During each meeting, each team would give a brief
update regarding their progress, exchange feedback, and bring up questions or points of
concerns which they were not resolved. These questions were often specific to certain aspects
of iGEM, and were mutually beneficial to both schools. Although this was Westview’s first year
participating in iGEM, they brought a lot of knowledge into each collaboration and were able
to provide us with a fresh, new perspective. CCA also gave Westview many valuable resources
and suggestions to improve their project, and also served as a “mentor” in certain respects,
guiding Westview along iGEM procedure and deadlines. For example, CCA was able to
recommend ODE Modeling and data visualization software, which we are also using this year,
while Westview was able to help us devise and identify more potential ethical concerns and
risks regarding our project. Aside from discussion, we were also able to assist each other in
promoting the other’s Science Communication and Human Practices material.

A large focus towards the latter portions of our collaboration meetings was on planning a
“Symposium” for Minorities in STEM. Although at the time of writing this most likely won’t
happen due to time constraints, we may potentially be able to resort to an alternative and our
planning can serve as documentation and a framework for a future iGEM initiative

Media:



Documentation:

Meeting 1 (7/20/21) -

● Introductions + Collaboration Expectations
● Project Overview; presented/pitched our projects, summarized our current progress and

plans, and gave suggestions
○ Westview had just started their project and was looking into HP and

Lab/Modeling ideas (had identified specific genes)
○ CCA helped to point out to be cautious due to existing literature and suggested

to use NCBI GEO2R to further brainstorm
● Discussed Future Meetings (Plan)

Meeting 2 (8/31/21) -

● General Recap and Update of work during the month
● Talked mainly about MODELING and HP/SCIENCE COMMUNICATION

○ Modeling: Team Co-Captain Andrew Sun talked about ODE modeling and how
we intended on using it to display results/data

○ HP: Talked about progress made in Stakeholder interviews + documentation;
discussed survey + analysis

○ Scicomm: WVHS reviewed our Biochemistry Book and gave feedback; CCA
helped to brainstorm various potential ideas for education.

○ Misc: Took Turns showing our iGEM promotional videos and exchanging
feedback

Meeting 3 (9/3/21) - 3 way meeting with DNHS

● General Recap and Update of work during the month
● Began planning for a possible diversity (Minorities in STEM) symposium consisting of

the following aspects:
○ Professor Seminar
○ Project Presentations
○ Breakout rooms where people discuss URMs in STEM
○ Community Members speakership event
○ Target demographics are High School + College students

Meeting 4 (9/15/21) -

● General Recap and Update of work during the month



● Talked about upcoming iGEM deadlines, special awards, and wiki planning
● Continued to discuss Symposium

Meeting 5 (10/12/21) -

● General Recap and Update of work during the month
● Peer-Reviewed and presented jamboree presentation and video with each other;

miscellaneous discussions on wiki-freeze and lab results
● Took Photo and discussed documentation


